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Sketch to stretch video

In order to assess students' understanding of Unit 3's persistence concepts, they should go through this presentation to create a stretching outline and reflection to demonstrate their learning. Runtime: about 2 hours Sneak a look! Purchased downloads are available for download for three days. Videos are compatible with Quicktime Player, Windows Media Player, and most other
current video players. They are delivered as zip files containing video files, and require a broadband Internet connection to download (at 4 Mbps, this file may take 30-45 minutes to download.). Do not try with a dial-up connection. ... Craft foam, Chandra demonstrates three unique forms based on sketched shapes: a spoon, nesting nests, and a discarded and modified yunomi.
Chandra shows to take advantage of clay maleability, contrasting pillow volume with beautiful lines created by molds and templates. It also shares its surface techniques and glazing to create colorful, illustrated pieces, demonstrating lines encrusted with subglazes, as well as sgraffito and brush. In addition, it shows you can combine all three using the wax resist. By conclusion, you
will have taken skills and ideas for creating personal forms of ceramics with colorful, layered surfaces. Developing ideas with pen and paper Once you have become profiting in wheel throwing and handbuilding skills, developing your own interesting shapes can be challenging. Chandra addresses this challenge with the first paper sketch. She explains that the low-risk,
approachable pen-on-paper environment allows her to quickly get ideas down. Then it can cut the drawing, refine, and use it to make a more durable mold or template of foam craft or plywood. Scoop StretchAfter explaining how she developed the template, Chandra puts a mold drop plywood to use to make a spoon. It creates the top and bottom of the scoop in a simple step by
draping a soft plate over the mold and touching the mold on top of the table. Making the most of the clay's maleability, Chandra shows to put the pieces together and improve the curves to make one of her sweet signature cups. Nesting plates When making nesting plates or bowls the biggest challenge is getting separate pieces to nest nicely in each other. So Chandra developed
his craft foam template system, which allows him to create consistent pieces every time. But Chandra not only follows his templates to make pieces the same size. With homemade foam templates, she can use them during the training process, which not only provides support but also creates wonderful on the job. Chandra demonstrates three different ways to use these
innovative templates! Yunomi Chandra uses the craft foam in another inventive way in her wheel-throwing yunomis. This time it creates template strips with organic organic Lines. She puts these strips on the freshly thrown shape and pushes the soft clay into the negative space creating bbiging low-relief contours that invite touch. A story to top it off fun is not over once the posts
are formed! Chandra moves on to her playful narrative decoration and explains her strategies and techniques of covering her work with images. It explains how a combination of fine line underglaze inlay, brush, and sgraffito creates a variety of lines, which adds to the depth in the surfaces. Then she demonstrates brightens things up with candy colors using underglazes in a
watercolor-like technique. She also goes through the process of her glazing, explaining how she approaches the challenge of burning her scoops, which are decorated from top to bottom. If you are interested in developing your voice through playful experimentation and hard work, you will find a lot of inspiration in chandra work and techniques. About artist Chandra DeBuse
discovered her love of functional ceramics in 1998 at a community ceramics studio, Down Under Pottery in Lincoln, Nebraska. She then studied at the Penland School of Crafts and the University of Nebraska-Lincoln before getting my MFA from the University of Florida in 2010. Chandra has completed artist residences at Armory Art Center, West Palm Beach, Forida, and
Arrowmont School of Arts and Crafts in Gatlinburg, Tennessee. In 2012, she set up her own studio in Kansas City, Missouri, and has been making pots there ever since. That same year, Chandra was named one of six emerging artists at the National Council for Education for Ceramic Arts (NCECA) Conference in Seattle, Washington. To learn more about Chandra DeBuse,
please visit www.chandradebuse.com. We may receive a commission when you use our affiliate links. However, this does not impact our recommendations. SketchUp is an excellent tool for creating models for the next project, but where it really shines is the time when you want to quickly change a project. Whether it's something you've done or someone else's model, you can use
SketchUp to make a model that differs in size from the original. It only takes a few minutes, and when you finish the program will tell you what size of the parts are, all you need to know is how much of an increase in the total size you want. Here's an example using the shelves we've built for the problem #12 by Woodworking Magazine. You can search the 3D warehouse in
SketchUp; Go to the File menu, select 3DWarehouse/Get Models, and enter search terms. You can download a file directly into the model file, it will come as a single component. For those of you who do not want to learn to fish, you can the model I used here. When the download was complete, I exploded the component, then deleted everything except shelves in the middle of
the bottom row. The existing model is is wide and 20 large. I want to make it 10 cm wider, and four inches taller to... The first step is to move part four inches to the right. Select the part, and then select the Move tool (or type the M keyboard shortcut) and click anywhere in the model and move the cursor in the direction of the red axis. Click again and before you do anything else,
type the number 4 and press the enter key. That places the part four inches away from where it was, and leaves it in line with the shelves. Then I want to stretch the shelves. Stretch is not really a command in SketchUp, it is a technique for using the Move tool to change the length of something without messing up the details at the end. In this case, the upper and lower shelves
(two instances of the same component) should be more, but Do not want to lose or distort the tenons on the end. Double-click one of the shelves to open it for editing, and then draw a check box from left to right (a wrapping box) starting from the middle of the shelf and wrapping the shelf end in the box. You should see the end of the shelf highlighted in blue as in the example
above. Everything that is highlighted will move, and everything attached to the highlighted things will stretch. Draw the bounding box, pick up the Move tool, start moving to the part you previously moved, type 4, and press enter. Both shelves will change immediately. The middle shelf is a separate component, so you have to repeat the process to change this too. That changes the
width, now let's change the height. The sides can be made taller using the same method. Open one of the side components for editing, use a bounding box (moving left to right) to select through mortise, as well as end curves from any point above the middle shelf. Blue highlights will show you what you've selected. Then use the Move tool to stretch the selection two centimeters
up (along the blue axis). Because you move a certain distance along an axis, you don't have to click the component directly. Click anywhere in space to start moving and follow the deduction line and tag to let you know you're headed in the right direction. After you move the top, repeat the process in the opposite direction to move the geometry to the bottom down. Because the
part is a component, changing one will also change the other. All that remains to be done is to move the shelves from the top and bottom up and down to fit into the mortises. Click the top one, move it up two centimeters, and then move the bottom one down two centimeters. The entire shelf is now wider and taller than what I started with, and to find the dimensions of the parts can
use the size or tape measuring tool. You can use the principles of this simple shelf to make versions of different sizes of almost any model, if the model consists of components and not loose edges and faces. In a minutes, I came up with a complete model, ready to build in the store. And the best part is that I didn't draw anything, and the model contains the exact dimensions of all
parts, the location and size of all the joints, and I can print a full-size side profile template. Robert W. Lang Want to know more about SketchUp? Visit our SketchUp page or our 3D Warehouse collection for free project models or visit our store for my digital training book and videos. Click here to purchase the Wood Worker's Guide Digital Book for SketchUp Click here to purchase
Shop Class: SketchUp for Woodworkers Videos Product RecommendationsHere are some consumables and tools that we find essential in our daily work around the store. We may receive a commission from the sales referred to in our links; however, we have carefully selected these products for their usefulness and quality. Bessey Bar Cleme Universal Fence Clems 1/8
Roundover Bit Young businesswoman tired stretching to the inner laptop Getty Stretch missions are like Instant Pot Career Development. An intensely challenging, ambitious project, go-big-or-go-home work, they are a catalyst for the rapid development of business acuity, technical expertise and driving skills. They are also great for building relationships with influential
stakeholders, and exposing your skills, value and work ethic to people outside the core team. Sure, the pressure's going to be great, but he's going to get his cooking career. No other form of career development comes close. If, like many of the women I talk to, your potential goes beyond how others perceive you, a carefully chosen stretching mission can close that gap. It's a way
to take your strengths and aspirations into the making and fortify them with measurable successes that will make your organization stand up and pay attention. To better understand what motivates people to accept or reject such an opportunity, Selena Rezvani and I interviewed 1549 U.S. professionals, asking about their experiences with sizing up stretch assignments and top-
level roles. Here's what our findings revealed. What makes a stretch assignment appealing? Interestingly, women and men have similar criteria to say yes to a stretch mission. Top considerations had sufficient personal influence and organizational support to lead the project to successful completion. My availability for the next mission depends on ensuring that I have a blank
check to make difficult decisions, said one leader. A woman from the beginning of her career with a financial software said having adequate support is a decisive factor. Otherwise, I will not accept the assignment, because it might not come with the resources that I would need to be successful, she wrote. Another very well-ranked criterion was whether a mission aligned with
career goals. A woman working at the director level in a hospital hospital Will it feel like playing, feed my purpose, and allow me to grow in a meaningful way? What makes a stretch assignment a non-starter? Given previous research showing that more than half of U.S. employees feel overworked or overwhelmed at least part of the time, it came as no surprise to discover that the
threat of overuse ranks very like a red flag. It reduces if I am able to balance my personal life with my next mission, an entry-level man at an internet company told us. If it jeopardizes my personal time, then it's not worth it. (There's a reason why an executive I jokingly interviewed referred to stretch missions as night jobs.) The next most cited misappropriation was a lack of
guidance from the mentors or mentors. 15 questions to ask before saying yes to a stretch assignment I asked respondents decide if a potential stretch is a good fit. Here are some key themes that have arisen, along with specific questions that they ask. Management Support Are there clear expectations? Is there support from senior leaders? Will I have the resources and authority
to succeed? Does work-life balance affect work-life? Will the commitment of time be linked to my family's responsibilities? Is it worth the amount of time it will take to be successful? New Challenges How difficult is the mission and what will I learn? Is it personally a challenge or more of the same? Will it take me to think on a deeper level or use my skill set in new ways? Does
Purpose and Passion align with my personal mission? Does it really arouse my passion? will it make a difference in the world? Future Prospects Align with My Career Aspirations? Is he going to take me where I want to go in the end or is the detour worth it? could the role open doors for other opportunities? Stretch missions are proven career shortcuts – a way to quickly reshape
the way others look at you so that their perceptions better suit your potential and aspirations. By asking the right questions, you can choose the next one well. Good.
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